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This knowledge brief explores how using planning
analytics drives sales effectiveness and streamlines
activities to boost customer satisfaction and overall
revenue growth.
Plans are Useless, But Planning is Indispensable
While Eisenhower’s words rang true in reference to battle, this paradox could
just as well be applied to sales – a profession necessarily marked by
controlling the controllable, minimizing the unmanageable, and ensuring
unknown variables or risks are mitigated by proper planning. In a time when
competition could not be fiercer, and the right sales talent could not be
scarcer, it behooves sales management executives to use all the tools
available to them to foster the development of a Best-in-Class sales
organization. Planning is a crucial element to achieving this goal.
Sales leaders struggle with managing revenue and profitability. Compounded
by personnel and bandwidth limitations that can come with sales talent
turnover, managing a sales organization can seem like a Sisyphean task.
Poor planning further exacerbates these challenges.
Sales forecasts must be able to consider and quantify external and internal
factors such as demand, competition, market size, human capital, etc. The
good news for sales leaders is that they now have tools available to help
them alleviate the aforementioned challenges. Specifically, planning analytics
(see sidebar) helps sales leaders analyze vast data, such as historical win
rates, market share, and sales rep performance.

Definition: Sales
Planning Analytics
For the purposes of this
research, Aberdeen
defines sales planning
analytics as the use of
planning analytics
technology by sales
organizations to manage
different facets of sales
activities. Planning
analytics tools incorporate
capabilities such as
business intelligence and
predictive analytics to help
companies manage
customer needs.

From a sales leader’s perspective, forecasting revenues and bookings is only
a part of the equation. Poorly forecasted sales figures can negatively impact
a company’s position in the stock market, drive unsubstantiated and
ineffective marketing strategies, misappropriated budgets for various lines of
business and organizational projects, as well as misguided talent acquisition
efforts. Furthermore, they can invite a loss of confidence by and in the
executive leadership, and even damage a company’s brand. With the help of
sales planning analytics solutions, sales leaders can drive better decisionmaking around territory alignment, equitable quota distributions, and the
acquisition and retention of the right sales talent.
By establishing the baseline metrics by which to assess an organization’s
sales performance, sales leaders can prioritize which data would most aptly
serve to achieve those results. Planning analytics solutions can then catalyze
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those effects. Companies using sales planning analytics are seeing greater
year-over-year improvements in key sales metrics than non-users (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Planning Analytics Helps Maximize Sales Effectiveness
Companies Using Sales Planning Analytics
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Figure 1 shows that companies with sales planning analytics outperform nonusers by achieving a 1.5-times greater annual increase in attainment of their
annual sales team quota (16.6% vs. 6.6%). Planning analytics users can
sustain such strong results in quota attainment because they can better
forecast sales in each territory and from each account. As such, the rep and
team quotas are based on more accurate forecasts. These firms can also
better plan for the resources and management of reps needed to achieve
their goals. Hence, the leadership can be more targeted in helping each rep
achieve their goal – ultimately helping the team achieve its quota.
Figure 1 also shows that planning analytics users enjoy a 4.8-times greater
annual increase in the average profit margin per customer (18.0% vs. 3.1%).
The advantage in this metric for sales planning users indicates that they are
selling bigger deals and are more adept at increasing client spend over time.
Improving this metric requires sales organizations to truly understand buyer
needs, monitor market dynamics, and align all sales activities properly to
maximize the ability to grow client spend. Companies using sales planning
analytics are also seeing 1.3-times greater improvements in revenue from
net-new customers (11.6% vs. 5.1%) and 6.6-times greater improvements in
customer win-back rates (6.1% vs. 0.8%) – showing how greater control and
visibility into the sales planning process helps reps identify opportunities and
close deals with new buyers and bring historical buyers back into the fold.

Companies using sales
planning analytics enjoy a

4.8x

greater annual increase in
the average profit margin
per customer. The
advantage in this metric for
sales planning users
indicates that they are
selling bigger deals and
are more adept at
increasing client spend
over time.
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Revenue growth is a top objective for sales leaders and improving
(decreasing) the average sales cycle is an important task in that endeavor.
The 2.1-times greater decrease in average sales cycle for companies using
sales planning analytics (7.1% vs. 2.3%) reflects organizations’ ability to
better manage all the activities throughout the sales cycle to decrease the
time between when a potential buyer is determined as a qualified opportunity
to establishing a contract with this buyer. Planning analytics helps firms
observe historical activities related to similar buyers and forecast the amount
of time it may take for the rep to make a sale. Savvy sales leaders can also
use those historical insights to determine what helped expedite similar
previous opportunities and replicate those activities to shorten the sales
cycle.

The Impact of Sales Planning Extends Across and
Beyond the Enterprise
Forecast accuracy has cascading effects across the enterprise. The forecasts
made by the sales leadership are provided to finance to help the business
plan its monthly, quarterly and annual earnings. This helps firms ensure that
they can cover expenses such as labor costs, technology, office expenses,
etc. It also helps finance and accounting teams manage cash flow so the
company can maintain its balance of payments. When sales forecasts are
inaccurate, this means that the projections made by finance are also
inaccurate. As a result, the company may risk not being able to meet its debt
obligations, in addition to covering expenses such as labor costs, office
necessities, etc. Therefore, planning analytics not only helps sales
organizations better manage their activities, but it also helps the entire
enterprise function as it should (see sidebar).
The use of AI and business intelligence for customer analytics within sales
planning also helps organizations better meet their customer needs. In
today’s customer-driven environment where demand fluctuates daily and
economic uncertainty is difficult to predict, companies need to keep a pulse
on the market and remain agile with their planning capabilities. In this way,
the impact of sales planning extends beyond the enterprise to the customer.
Companies using sales planning analytics are better equipped to identify and
meet changing customer needs, which in turn, improves customer
satisfaction, customer lifetime value, and customer effort score. Figure 2
demonstrates how the impact of sales planning analytics extends across and
beyond the enterprise.

Benefits of Extended Planning
and Analysis
Companies that integrate and align
sales forecasts with overall
business revenue and cost
forecasts are experiencing:
 23% more financial reports that
are delivered in the time
needed by business managers
 19% more business
stakeholders who have access
to performance data
 12% more financial reports that
are 100% accurate
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Figure 2: Planning Analytics Users Enjoy Greater Customer Satisfaction
and Top-Line Revenue
Companies Using Sales Planning Analytics
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The influence of sales planning analytics on the enterprise as a whole is
reflected in the 41% greater year-over-year increase in annual company
revenue for companies using sales planning analytics (13.1% vs. 9.3%).
Integration between sales planning and other areas of the business such as
supply chain, finance, or HR helps other business units prepare for
fluctuations in demand. Having an extended planning and analysis strategy
improves the accuracy of company-wide financial reports as well as the
accessibility of planning and forecasting data for decision-making (see
sidebar on the previous page). These organizations have greater flexibility to
manage business changes and therefore are more resilient and are seeing
greater annual improvements in revenue.
Compared to non-users, companies using sales planning analytics are seeing
2.5-times greater annual improvements in customer satisfaction (18.2% vs.
5.2%) and 2.6-times greater annual improvements (decrease) in customer
effort score. With the tools to identify patterns in customer behavior and plan
for reps to reach out with the right information at the right time, customers feel
like their needs are effortlessly being attended to. Happier customers and the
greater ability to increase average profit margins per customer (see Figure 1)
contribute to the significant 13.1-times greater annual improvement in
customer lifetime value for sales planning analytics users. Customer lifetime
value represents the average annual customer spend multiplied with average
customer lifetime. Customers who consistently have good experiences are
more likely to continue spending, and sales planning analytics helps
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strategically grow that spend by planning for cross-sell and upsell
opportunities.

Key Findings and Takeaways
 Sales has evolved, and analytics is the new edge to be gained.
Considering the challenges sales organizations face around quota
attainment and running a profitable enterprise, sales planning
analytics solutions demand serious consideration. Poor planning
impacts top-line growth, threatens profitability, and negatively impacts
sales talent retention and attrition. By employing planning analytics,
sales leaders can mitigate risk and employ smarter decision-making.
 The benefits of sales planning analytics are irrefutable. Higher
organizational performance is real and attainable. The research
findings reveal very tangible and attainable value for those using
planning analytics. As companies look to become more data-driven in
nature, they seek ways to drive analytical ubiquity throughout the
enterprise—sales leadership should be at the forefront to embrace
this. Sales organizations using planning analytics enjoy greater
improvements in quota attainment and average profit margin per
customer while simultaneously shortening their sales cycles. If sales
is a profession that calls for managing unknowns and mitigating risks,
adopting planning analytics can greatly enhance the ability to do so.
 Enabling extended planning and analysis across the enterprise by
integrating sales planning processes with forecasting processes in
other business units strengthens overall financial reporting and annual
revenue. Sales planning analytics also helps build relationships with
customers and grow customer spend year-over-year, resulting in
greater customer lifetime value and satisfaction. Businesses that keep
a close eye on demand and are able to plan amidst economic
uncertainty are better positioned to outperform their competition and
succeed in today’s business environment.
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About Aberdeen Group
Since 1988, Aberdeen Group has published research that helps businesses
worldwide to improve their performance. Our analysts derive fact-based,
vendor-neutral insights from a proprietary analytical framework, which
identifies Best-in-Class organizations from primary research conducted with
industry practitioners. The resulting research content is used by hundreds of
thousands of business professionals to drive smarter decision-making and
improve business strategies. Aberdeen Group is headquartered in Waltham,
Massachusetts, USA.
This document is the result of primary research performed by Aberdeen
Group and represents the best analysis available at the time of publication.
Unless otherwise noted, the entire contents of this publication are copyrighted
by Aberdeen Group and may not be reproduced, distributed, archived, or
transmitted in any form or by any means without prior written consent by
Aberdeen Group.
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